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II. Overview 

In 2013, the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) opened enrollment to tens of 

millions of previously uninsured citizens in the United States.  The enrollment cycle started in the Fall of 

2013 and because of delays in the implementation of the federal Marketplace online processes, was 

extended until March 31, 2014. The next open enrollment period begins November 15, 2014 and will 

run until February 15, 2015.   

States such as Florida that did not set up its own Exchange or expand Medicaid eligibility left many 

health consumers on their own to seek appropriate health care plan coverage in the federal 

Marketplace.  For folks unable to deal with an online application process, the federal government made 

funds available for states and community-based organizations (CBOs) to hire and train staff that would 

help citizens “navigate” their way to apply in the Marketplace. The navigators would help them learn if 

their incomes qualified them for out-of-pocket financial assistance or tax credits to help pay for new 

health care coverage and then select a plan to meet their medical needs.  Additionally, because of 

varying eligibility standards for adults and children in related health services programs, and because the 

federal-state Medicaid program is the health care provider of first resort for qualified children, navigator 

staff also helped consumers apply for Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program benefits, too.  

The Hispanic Services Council of Hillsborough County is a CBO that received funds to hire a bilingual 

navigator to serve the Hispanic population residing in the county.   In the summer of 2014, the HSC  

applied for and received a grant from Community Catalyst of Massachusetts.  The grant was to assess 

and analyze challenges, best practices, and opportunities for HSC to increase outreach and enrollment 

work among immigrant populations during the second open enrollment period.    

The HSC contracted with Doris Reeves-Lipscomb, Groups-That-Work LLC, a consultant experienced in 

qualitative research in social services, to do this assessment and analysis.  With HSC’s approval, she 

designed and facilitated a focus group in which the full corps of six bilingual navigators in four counties 

in the Tampa Bay area participated.  She also did individual phone interviews with seven staff members 

from seven community-based organizations in Florida serving Hispanics.  The focus group and interviews 

were conducted between August 22, 2014 and September 11, 2014.  Transcripts were developed of all 

views expressed in the interviews and focus group. Established qualitative analysis standards were used 

to code the material to identify themes and topics for each source group, and the material was further 

organized into separate documents.  Unattributed quotes from the source materials are used 

extensively in this report to illustrate conclusions.   

Representatives from twelve organizations participated in the study.  We are grateful to staff members 

at Bay Care, Community HealthCare group, Epilepsy Foundation of Florida, Family Resource Centers, 

Healthy Start Coalition of Hillsborough County, Healthy Start Coalition of Pinellas County, Hispanic 

Health Initiatives, Hispanic Services Council, Hispanic Unity, MHP Salud, National Council of La Raza, and 

Redlands Christian Migrant Association for sharing their insights with us.  
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III. Findings 

Strengths to Build On in 2014-20151 

Seasoned and Motivated Bilingual Navigators  

All focus group participants and interviewees who participated in this Florida-based study are 

anticipating the second enrollment cycle.  Not a single person suggested that they would be anywhere 

but in the job starting November 15, 2014, helping Hispanic consumers enroll in ACA.   

Tampa Bay area bilingual navigators, in particular, are enthusiastic about the commitment they see 

within the Consortium for a successful second year.  They say “it is going to be better because we know 

how it works and the system is better.”  Navigators believe that they “are doing a very important job” 

because “health is the most important thing in a person’s life.”  They pride themselves on knowing the 

“population we are serving.  We are going to be prepared when we find the people who don’t have the 

knowledge about insurance or the new law.”  They also know how to establish eligibility for ACA and 

how free-standing programs such as Kid Care, Medicaid, and ACA may fit together (or not) in this state.  

Having this core of well-trained and dedicated staff bodes well for integrating new hires into their midst 

and improving services to Hispanic health consumers.   

Community Health Worker Approach 

Navigators naturally adopted an educational health service approach because they empathize with 

Hispanics and many have backgrounds in health and social services grounding their current role.  They 

helped Hispanic clients consider key factors, such as their medications and reliance on medical 

specialists, and recommended medical treatment plans including surgery, before choosing a health plan.  

They articulated why first-time Hispanic health consumers would benefit with new health plan coverage.  

They stressed the importance of prevention and chronic disease management to Hispanic clients so they 

would use their new health benefits to stay healthy.    

Educated Hispanic Health Consumers 

Hispanics who obtained ACA coverage know more now than they knew a year ago about selecting and 

buying health plans.  Additionally, well-served Hispanic health care consumers bonded with those who 

served them.  It is not clear how many of these consumers will return expecting the same degree of 

assistance that they received last year and how many will be able to proceed with minimal or no help.  

Navigators hope the big ACA enrollment gains made last year will result in greater readiness and 

willingness among Florida Hispanics to tackle the ACA marketplace on their own this year.   

Credibility of Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) 

Many CBOs laid their reputations on the line for the federal government last year to help it recover as 

quickly as possible from a disastrous opening of the ACA Marketplace.  Because the CBOs had years of 

excellent service to their credit, they persuaded clients to overcome their hesitance to investigate their 

eligibility for ACA financial assistance or tax credits.  These same organizations are stepping up to the 

plate again to partner with ACA enrollment organizations to close health care gaps for Hispanic 

                                                           
1
 Throughout this report, focus group and phone interview participants are quoted extensively in italicized text.   
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consumers.   As a result of new consumer movements, such as the Central Florida Health Care for All, 

different community leaders and churches are now involved. New alliances will form to marry resources 

for ACA promotion and public education, scheduling of and housing for ACA enrollment interviews, and 

for serving new target populations within the Hispanic community.   

Bilingual Health Resources for Consumers and Navigators  

Many organizations such as CMS, the National Council of La Raza, Families USA, Consumers Union, 

Epilepsy Foundation of Florida, and even AARP developed Spanish materials to help consumers 

understand ACA and its benefits for them.  One goal of this project is to locate examples of these 

bilingual materials and bring them to Tampa Bay navigators and ACA organizations to use in the next 

cycle.  Another good resource is forthcoming in a project under USF auspices to develop the Navigators 

Reference Book in Spanish to help navigators explain hard-to-understand insurance terms using Spanish 

variations from different countries.  New bilingual navigators could really benefit from this resource.    

 Computer Technology  

While we know that many Hispanics were not familiar enough with computer technology to maneuver 

in the ACA Marketplace, many came to understand email addresses, passwords, the need for security 

questions, and how to access their ACA health accounts.  Navigators were well equipped with tablets 

and laptops, and some with scanners, printers, and Wi-Fi cards to stay online and mobile.  This project 

also led to the surfacing of a mobile app for clients to record demographic and income information while 

the navigator is going through the ACA application on a laptop.  The value of the mobile app is to assist 

internal agency evaluation and report achieved impact to funders.    Another resource that emerged is 

the password-protected online community—In the Loop—sponsored by Community Catalyst and 

National Health Lawyers program.  It “was good information from the right source” according to one 

interviewee.   

What Worked Well and Should Continue  

       Serving Hispanics with their Health Care Needs  

Interviewees and focus group participants committed to help Hispanic consumers benefit from the new 

ACA coverage to meet their health care needs.  Navigators and other ACA specialists soon learned, 

however, that implementing a brand new program can come with unrealistic expectations for client 

services.  “When we started, we were supposed to have an appointment every hour. Now it’s clear that 

different issues make the process of working with Hispanic health consumers much longer.”  Navigators 

on the front lines persisted, learning from work experience with Hispanic clients, keeping their 

supervisors informed, and adjusting their practices to enroll clients as quickly as possible.  The fact that 

navigators could start with a client’s needs and work flexibly with clients to not only help them acquire 

suitable health insurance coverage but also gain working proficiency with their email address and 

Marketplace account management, and use their new health care benefits, is a remarkable success.  

Thousands of Hispanic ACA consumers can testify to the favorable impact that navigators and CACs have 

achieved so far.       
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One thing navigators and CACs learned is that Hispanic consumers are often reluctant to make 

information available on their extended family. Sometimes the family is a mixed immigration status 

household or the client fears disrupting benefits for other family members.  Navigators recognize the 

consumers’ vulnerability and work to “build trust” before helping them do things many had never done 

before.   

 “Will this affect my grandmother’s Medicare because she lives with me and I won’t want them to 

take away her social security and Medicare?”  Navigators assured them “there won’t be any 

negative side effects.”   

 I had to explain it to them so they would share information.  They are sharing their story with us 

in order to get this coverage. 

  Many don’t speak English and need bilingual assistance. Second thing, they might have two or 

more jobs.  When we first talked, it wasn’t about the insurance. …When someone comes to you, 

and you have this empathy because of culture and character, you talk about many things.  As a 

result, the appointment is much more than an hour. 

 The culture of the Hispanic community is that you are more accepted if you are of Hispanic 

background and speak Spanish and are “one of my community and can relate to my 

community.” 

Other hurdles remained.  Navigators and CACs had to stress repeatedly the need for clients to organize 

qualifying information.  These documents included proof of income and residence, Social Security cards, 

birth certificates, and immigration documentation on all household members to prove eligibility.  It took 

time for families to accumulate this information on every household member.   

 I saw some clients four-five times. 

 I had four appointments with her to complete one application because each time she was 

missing something.  Each time was two hours.  

Additionally, few Hispanic clients were able to complete online applications in the Marketplace because 

their proficiency with computers and English is low. It fell to navigators and CACs to complete the online 

application for them and help them set up an email address for the first time.  They also had to explain 

how unique user names, passwords, and security questions are vital for maintaining access to and the 

privacy of their Marketplace place accounts. Once clients’ eligibility was established, navigators helped 

them weigh benefit options to meet their needs for medication and visits to medical specialists.  It was 

seldom possible for this to happen in a single one-hour appointment.   

 At the very beginning of the grant, we were told that the consumers had to input the 

information.  That [expectation] quickly faded away because it wasn’t working.  There were 

literacy problems, people who were not computer savvy.  

 A large barrier was that clients did not want to use computers because they had not used them 

before.  
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 They gave us a tablet.  For you and me, it might be a great resource because we are caught up 

with technology.  We worked with a lot of people who didn’t know about technology.  Imagine, 

then … how many times that a screen went clear, dark, or locked.   

 With the complexity of the language, the process wasn’t set up for people to do their own 

applications themselves.  Some of the terminology was stuff our navigator had to consult the 

SOP for definitions to understand the concepts. 

 You can be a resource for them if they need help but you want them to be able to do it 

themselves.  Showing them the website, showing them how to log-on, that was amazing for 

them to feel that accomplished after they left your office.  

 Selecting a plan based on premium alone doesn’t necessarily give them coverage of their 

medications and specialists. I ask them: “Are you willing to change your specialist in order to go 

with this plan?” 

 It is important to explain that the needs are different for everybody.  A lot of people at the 

beginning were selecting health insurance based on affordability … The whole goal is not just to 

get you covered but to get you covered with something that will work for you.  

The educational process continued after the application was completed.  Consumers needed guidance 

to know what to do after they qualified for ACA benefits. Some navigators called it homework. 

 “In a month, what are you going to do?” I did not want them to not pay their premium the next 

month” and cause their plan to be cancelled.   

 Individual consumers would wonder “So now I have my health insurance coverage.  So what?” … 

A lot of our education after open enrollment is what health insurance is and how you actually 

use it.  

 And understanding that just paying the premium does that not mean that everything is covered.  

 Here, take this—an explanation, a business card; I would give them a folder with all the 

information. 

Navigators emphasized the focus on preventive health care to their Hispanic clients.   

 “When was the last time that you had a physical?  When did you last have your mammogram?”  

 “Now you have the opportunity to get healthy.  Remember your physical.  Remember to go to 

the doctor now.” 

Navigators also had to overcome the reluctance of consumers to see the value of ACA coverage when 

they might have been using much cheaper unlicensed medical care in the past.   

 Hispanics think like this: “What do I need to do—pay this or pay my rent?  If I get sick, I will keep 

going until I wind up on the floor.  Then someone will take me to the emergency room.  Or I will 

go to a doctor that my neighbor knows.”   

  We have to promote the value of insurance to them.   

 We have to teach them and educate them—taking social responsibility is the way I see it.  I 

would say:  “In order for your family to stay together, in order for you to care for your loved ones, 
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if you are healthy, everyone in your family will be healthy.  It’s like in the airplane; put the oxygen 

mask on yourself first, so that you are able to take care of your children next.”   

 I would say: “If you can prevent something from happening later in your life, why not do it?  You 

get car insurance, and you may not have an accident the whole year, but you still have car 

insurance.” 

Community Partnerships  

Enrolling Hispanics in ACA coverage required many nonprofits to come together to serve their Hispanic 

population(s).  Some had certified staff to do enrollments while others had the physical space and 

trusted reputations with community residents to ensure their participation.  Having a pastor or 

clergyman endorse ACA enrollment within the community guaranteed big turnouts of Hispanic 

consumers.   Navigators in Miami and Orlando also engaged with local elected officials and local 

businesses such as Microsoft and insurance agents.  

Community-Based Organizations 

 We went around to local providers that RCMA was partners with already to let them know about 

serving Hispanics with ACA enrollment opportunities.  The Workforce Council in Immokalee—set 

up times for our navigator to have desk space there—they calendared time for her to meet 

anyone that came in or had appointments. 

 We used a lot of informal agreements.   

 We didn’t play the game by ourselves.  We partnered with other organizations to provide 

services together.  We organized community events together.  We provided services to clients 

where clients lived.  We did more of this toward the end of February and March. 

 We had a lot of support by different organizations and coalitions. We didn’t feel like we were on 

our own.  

  We partnered with hospitals and colleges. 

Faith-based groups 

 We worked with local Catholic Churches, crew leaders and other harvesting companies, and the 

school systems in new ways—going into schools that we have partnered with before, informing 

them and speaking with their staff about the ACA options.   

 Churches are the place that you can reach Hispanics, A-A, Haitians, doesn’t matter which 

population you are targeting, places of worship are key places.  Ministers, pastors, rabbis… 

 By starting Central Florida Health Care for ALL—we picked up different community leaders and 

churches. It will be easier now to reach out since SEIU came into play and we recruited a pastor 

of a major church.  We have awakened a bunch of people who had been on the sidelines.   

Elected Officials 

 Other partners are elected officials. If the mayor of Miami-Dade county hosted a health 

awareness program, while we are there, we report back via texting to the office on turnout, 

who’s there, questions coming up, etc. 
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Business 

 When we did events in Orlando, we would partner with insurance companies who had agents as 

CACs.  There was an opportunity for people to get life insurance or 401K set up.  And they would 

help people get enrolled in ACA. 

 We have a strong partnership with Microsoft. Microsoft opened its store to us to navigate 

people.  We did an interview with the local ABC affiliate in the parking lot.  The place filled up. 

 We did a lot of research to know that we have many small companies.  So we went to the 

chamber of commerce to let them know what we were doing so they would refer people to us if 

they had any employees that need it.   

 

Using Media to Inform and Engage Hispanic Community Leaders and Consumers 

The use of TV, radio, print, and social media varied by region.  Hispanic organizations in areas with 

Hispanic TV, such as Miami-Dade and Orlando, relied on this medium for interviews, telethons, and 

entire programs devoted to ACA issues.  In one case, Hispanic Unity in Ft. Lauderdale had to use TV to 

redirect clients to other organizations in the community because they had been overwhelmed with 

demand.  Buying advertising, participating in informational interviews, and running PSAs on Hispanic 

radio were popular around the state.  Hispanic organizations also pounded the pavement with 

canvassing efforts in densely populated Hispanic neighborhoods and held informational Town Hall 

meetings to rev up interest in the ACA prior to the next enrollment cycle.   One navigator explained how 

they used social media to live-stream updates at events to office staff who would then upload them to 

Twitter and Facebook for wider viewing.   

TV, Radio, Print, and Social Media  

 Because we live in such a large Hispanic county, we have a lot of major media including ethnic 

media.  We take advantage of those resources.  Media are critical for us.  We were invited to 

telethons—our navigators were at telethons answering questions.  We are a big well-known 

organization.  TV was key, next to it was radio.  Telemundo and Television big telethons, were 

unbelievable. 

 The bilingual navigator and I had interviews with the local newspapers and TV stations because 

it was a hot topic and they wanted to know how we got involved and how we were meeting the 

needs of the community.   

 We had a press conference with Congresswoman Wasserman-Schultz in January talking about 

the Affordable Care Act—we believe that she had a good impact.  We also did a TV interview—

explaining that we had too many clients for [our] manpower to serve and had to ask people to 

go to other organizations for assistance.  It worked. 

 We did an interview with Orange TV—we were fortunate that all the TVs from the county are 

airing that on a weekly basis.  Right now, we have other nonprofits who will show the interview 

in their waiting area.  It was really helpful and we are going to do it again. Everybody is doing it 

again.   

 I was in the radio station doing Q/A with community.  When you are honest with people, people 

will see that.  It is easier for you to then do your work.  I don’t mind saying—I don’t know that 
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answer but I can get it for you.  Or you’re right, this sucks.  People were really upset in the 

beginning.  I understand, I would say.  Bring the documents to meet with me. 

 We used radio ads to advertise upcoming fairs.  We ran them every week out there. Hispanic 

radio is good at reaching people with PSAs or radio shows.   

 We used a lot of flyers and postcards.  We sent out postcards to all our clients; we have about 

19,000 clients for our six sites.  We did send postcards to everyone.  I told my supervisor “Let’s 

get creative.”  For every event that we had, we put a huge form in the first or second page of the 

Penny Saver.  So people read it because they like to look for things. 

 We had a social media person on staff to promote special events.  If the mayor of Miami-Dade 

County hosted a health awareness program, while we were there, we reported back to the office 

on turnout, who’s there, questions coming up.  We streamed live while at events….we would be 

sending photos, commentary, questions, to our social media person for posting on Facebook, 

Twitter, and then it would be reposted and retweeted by all staff, including the Executive 

Director.  The ED can look at Facebook and Twitter to see what is happening at events. 

Canvassing Door-to-Door, Town Hall Meetings, Community Events  

 Planned Parenthood would go door-to-door; they reached out to Hispanic neighborhoods where 

people were in the eligibility gap between Medicaid and ACA subsidies.  

 I know Seminole County really well.  I started going to different pockets of Hispanic population. I 

went door to door and talked about the possibility of an orientation nearby.  I focused on 

Hispanic churches. 

 What we did was provide enrollment services through community outreach and door-to-door, 

lots of informational meetings. 

 We realized that July/August would be a silent time on ACA.  September would be the time when 

other interests would wake up.  So we did three Town Hall meetings in August.  They were very 

successful, we saw over 100 people, including elected officials, to get the conversation going.  

We did that because we did not want people to think that ACA was no longer there.  We wanted 

them to know that enrollment was going to begin again, the need for Medicaid expansion would 

come up. 

 We had no problem reaching people, no problem getting people to come to our door.  But not 

that we did a lot in our office—we had someone in the office for people who came in but mostly 

we did events out in the community at other organizations and community centers. 

 Prior to enrollment, we scheduled several educational workshops starting in August.  We had to 

recruit others:  Epilepsy Foundation, Florida Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Broward Regional Health 

Planning Council.  Florida Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Urban League of Broward, Cleveland 

Clinic, Health District, Broward Health (northern part of county district). 

 I went to churches, food pantries, major places where people like to go.  I was hitting all the 

places, and being connected to the mobile medical unit who would refer people to me.  They 

would say “I have someone I want you to meet.”   

 I sent the letters to specific places that I wanted to target such as preschools and places that I 

knew they were not offering health insurance to their workers. 
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Training and Information Resources for Navigators 

Navigators acknowledged the value of CMS training and webinars.  They commended the Navigator 

Reference Book for day-to-day assistance.  They also relied heavily on the immigration and federal 

poverty chart tools with clients.   They reserved their greatest compliments for colleagues—peers and 

supervisors—for working through answers to scenarios not covered in their CMS materials or available 

from the Call Center.  

One navigator described her local support group: “We had a really good team.  We were constantly in 

communication with each other ... We could ask each other, “What did you do with this?” Navigators 

praised their in-agency colleagues, the Consortium, and weekly meetings for staying accurate, current, 

and connected. One navigator also identified the In the Loop website, an online community sponsored 

by Community Catalyst and the National Health Lawyers program, as a valuable addition later in the 

2013-2014 enrollment calendar.    

CMS Assistance and Navigator Reference Book 

 The most valuable piece was the training the navigators received—20 hours certification from 

DoI—most valuable. 

 The CMS webinars have been very helpful for me.  I usually go back to it, because we have the 

ability to go back afterwards and listen, I take a piece of it that works for me. 

 The CMS weekly trainings have been great. 

 CMS was really helpful at the end of the enrollment period last year.  The SoP knowledge could 

help you when they stayed with you on the phone for up to an hour …they grew with experience 

from the field.   

 The SoP …served us well. 

 The Navigators reference book was very helpful for going back and reviewing constantly.  

Other Resources 

 My favorite tool was the understanding of the federal poverty level and the chart to use at all 

times.  That was my key to understanding how everything worked.   

 For me, too, it was the federal poverty level chart. I was working with people from other 

countries especially in Ruskin and Plant City.  It helped me a lot with the application.   

 For me, it was the immigration information.  I was working with a lot of immigrants from 

different places, permanent residents, citizens, noncitizens, work permit only, or some other kind 

of status. .. (echoes of “yes” from other navigators) 

 We had “get covered” flyers with the toll-free number on there.  The Consortium had their phone 

number and someone manning the phone.   

 Our navigators each has a PowerPoint collection—that 

covers the benefits of ACA, making an appointment with 

doctor’s office, a PowerPoint that talks to you about 

taking advantage of what you just purchased.  Steps 1-

100 are outlined in our PowerPoint that is on every 

navigator’s laptop to use with clients.    
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 One little item was important—people needed the card—NCLR 

and Families USA did it—long and short, it was a card that 

could fit in your pocket.  It was a checklist—you want to enroll, 

here is what you need to do in 1-4 steps.  This is what you need 

to take with you to your enrollment interview.   Put it in your 

purse, read it, share it with others.   It was folded into four 

sections. 

Agency, Funder, Partner, and Peer Support  

 Our grant officer was a good resource. 

 My supervisor kept us in the loop—giving us information to tackle the situations. 

 Support within our agency was critical.  Supervisors were all certified.  All outreach staff were 

certified. With exception of a few people at the top …anybody above navigators was certified. 

 Everybody got training from CACs.  We did not have CACs or navigators but ACA enrollment was 

still part of our organization. 

 Using folks from our financial assistance team and the tools they gave us: our systems, security, 

the consent forms, things that let us maintain the consistency and the legality but still use 

laymen’s terms with our folks in training them/giving them information.   

 Even the consortium, the sharing of information, the tips that everyone would give when we 

were meeting, and talking with folks in Bay Care, and in the community, their experiences, has 

been invaluable.   

 We did weekly meetings with 25 other providers in the county including health departments and 

funders. 

 Support group—we always found answers for other people, even our funder got involved in the 

process.  Many times we resolved issues that we encountered and did it ourselves.   

 …there were other partnering agencies with navigators.  So my navigator worked closely with 

other navigators.  Some of it was good for knowing that “I am not the only one out here doing 

this [navigation work.]”  

 Two things helped us succeed: we had a really good team.  We were constantly in 

communication with each other.  All navigators are really close to each other—bilingual and 

English speaking only.  We could ask each other, “What did you do with this?”   

 We started exchanging tips about what kinds of questions do you ask a person right before they 

select a plan.  That was helpful.  

 …the system was not working…But we had each other.  So we called each other.   

 …the feedback from my co-workers on how they handled situations. 

In the Loop Website 

 In December-January, they came with this “in the loop”—a web-based kind of blog where all the 

navigators in the nation put information and discussed different topics.  Everybody in our team 

used it.  It was good information from the right source (Community Catalyst and N-HLP—

National Health Lawyers Program) 
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Word-of-mouth Referrals  

Several navigators noted that happy, satisfied clients are the best source of referrals.  Hispanic clients 

often came in worried or fearful and left feeling informed, heard, and assisted.  They repaid the services 

provided by navigators with referrals.   

 Word of mouth is huge for this population. 

 It was a lot of word of mouth.  A lot of Hispanics knew the service they got when they met with 

me, and how I not only didn’t focus on ACA but also research on other services they could benefit 

from. 

 In order for them to get to me, it’s because they knew somebody that I helped.  It built trust.  

They don’t trust strangers… They were referred by a friend because they talked so highly about 

me.  

 We were able to know and understand each other—I was able to get so many people from that 

interview.  She became my recruiter.  She liked our interaction and what it produced so much.  

 I used to give my clients 2-3 more cards to tell other Hispanics about me and my services. This 

consumer went to her two jobs and said “I met this woman who helped me find the best 

insurance for me, she is very nice.”  I saw more people than other navigators in the group.  I used 

to work between 10 and 12 hours every day.  There were people asking for me.    

What Should Be Expanded and Improved 
 

       Training for Navigators 

The twenty hours of online training prior to the first ACA enrollment provided the basics but study 

participants criticized the absence of a live online application until they were trying to work with clients.  

It was also a traditional transmission of information from expert to learner with no chance for learners 

to affirm or expand their knowledge by comparing notes and reactions with peers.  The peer exchange 

happened after the work was underway.    

 

 Although we were prepared through training, there were a lot of gaps.  When it came to the 

hands-on, you were not able to resolve it as the practice test.   

 Although we received our navigator training, when it first rolled out, we were not able to use all 

the navigator information because the website wasn’t really working.   

 The training for me, I did not like the training.  It was not hands-on.  There was no way to see 

what the application was going to bring.  I saw the full application in December.  It took me that 

long to figure out how the application was working.   

 I have gone through different trainings for other programs.  I was expecting the same kind of 

training for the marketplace.  Meaning that they show you page by page, a scenario of here you 

go, you see what you are supposed to look at, when you’re sitting with a consumer.  This 

training, I was given nothing to look at.  It was very nerve wrecking for me to do the first- second, 

and third persons [I did applications for].   
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 We wanted to use the community health workers, knowing that the training is not ideal for them 

to learn.  We wanted to go through it all together making sure we were using popular education 

techniques and training—i.e., we learned this, now let’s do some role plays. 

 

Public Education and Outreach 

Interview and focus group participants wished for more outreach and education, especially the use of 

Hispanic TV, radio, and print media to inform, build trust, and motivate Hispanics to enroll.  A few 

navigators asked for more research to understand the cultural differences between people immigrating 

from Cuba, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and South America to Florida to communicate more effectively and 

connect with them in their chosen gathering places.  Building on the natural human connections that 

exist between CBO staff members and community residents is the preferred way to do outreach.  

 

 Do more workshops in the rural areas. 

 If I were to make a decision at my organization, it would be to do research because one size does 

not fit all for the Hispanic.  You have different origins.  I would do research to understand the 

relationship that Hispanics have with health care. That is going to be different based on where 

you grew up. And after research, I would use ethnic media because that will let me know if I have 

to go to festivals to reach this specific population, if I have to go to community organizations, if I 

have to go to schools like she mentioned, or she did with preschool with the parents.   

 More outreach coordinators to reach out into the community.   

 …researching your community, and knowing who they are, providing that real talk (…what I 

mean: “think about yourself, think about your family, what does your family need to do?”), 

making sure that they see people from the community—“we live here, we are around you, we go 

to the festivals, to the churches, to the grocery stores”—we’re here if you need us, reach out to 

us. 

 Continue word of mouth [outreach and referrals], making sure that they know it is okay for them 

to give my phone number to someone else.  They are very protective with information.  

 Have to be very knowledgeable of indigenous characteristics of community.  Language, where 

people lived, where people feel comfortable, where you can go to bring up the topic.   

 Going back to the idea of people not knowing much about the health insurance industry, the 

education piece should include what deductibles & co-pays do for first-time ACA exposure. 

 We need to have more education—very basic information on health insurance should be out 

there when they are waiting in line.  We need to go into the community to explain health care, 

why people need to get enrolled to avoid the fine, etc.—lots more basic education. 

 We’ll use PSAs and radio more often; canvassing; giving people flyers out there; change it up and 

do more on the site distributing of flyers in restaurants, local businesses and bus associations, 

getting local advocates enrolled.  We’ll do enrollment fairs with wi-fi access—where to find the 

right venues will still be a challenge.    

 If I had complete control of the budget, I would do a heavy campaign with the media—radio, TV.  

That will be the education piece to create the trust for them to come out. 
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 I want to announce the events on the radio stations…. without advertising, we can’t reach them.  

You don’t know how many times when I would ask people to set up a security question using 

their favorite radio station, and I received two specific radio stations.  They are the ones we all 

listen to, so it needs to be done.  

 Continue the advertising with Hispanics.  We love our music, we love our TV, our radio stations. 

 Biggest piece is getting out into the community and choosing people that are already in those 

types of positions to work with clients.  No new faces. 

Scheduling 

Navigators explained that in order to work with Hispanics, they had to dramatically change their work 

hours to accommodate the limited time that clients have available to apply for ACA.  Navigators 

accepted the circumstances and will undoubtedly rise to the challenge again but perhaps should be 

given compensatory time or otherwise acknowledged for the long hours and loss of home life required 

of them.  

 The time that navigators are available will make a big difference for working people—they need 

evening times and weekend times.   

 They had one navigator in our office on Fridays to enroll people. It worked well for us.  We do not 

have walk-ins naturally….Putting the navigator in a specific place gave the public a sense of 

security. 

 We did events on Saturdays and after 5 PM.  We were able to involve many clients.   

 How to manage navigator work weeks—our evenings might start at 2:00 PM in the afternoon.  

We had very flexible schedules….hours would remain within 40 week schedule.  If we know we 

are going to have large numbers, we invite other navigators to work with us.  Deadlines when we 

were overwhelmed are when consumers have to rely on 800# instead. 

Staffing 

Everyone also believed that bilingual navigators and CACs are essential to serve Hispanics in Florida.  

Additionally, having trained ACA supervisors who can help navigators deal with unusual problems and 

approve overtime resources to extend navigators’ time to handle extraordinary attendance at 

enrollment events was recommended.   

 Key thing is to have language-specific staff—enough in terms of #s and people who come from 

that community.  Hire indigenously.   

 We are investing more dollars in overtime.  Our navigators are hourly workers.  It is more 

beneficial for them to be able to work overtime than to hire another navigator because there are 

some weeks, where it wasn’t enough with our staffing.  They are very strict on going past their 

forty hours….We have budgeted in a significant amount of money for overtime—a .75 person--

that offers us 5-10 hours more per navigator in certain weeks.   

 We want to avoid having to stop bringing in clients when we can’t serve them because we don’t 

have the staff—by hiring more people.  Getting other players that aren’t traditional funders to 

become funders—such as the Memorial Health district—to help us do much more.  We hope they 

will pay for every application completed.   
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 We need to increase revenues to hire 3-4 people to do services.  Place them at strategic 

locations.  We’ll use the primary care clinic—hundreds and hundreds went there last year and 

needed assistance.   

 Our plan is to have two program coordinators, only one last time.  The program director stepped 

in to help her. It is good to have program coordinators (PCs) qualified as navigators; they can be 

at big events with navigator staff—so often navigators would need to seek a supervisor, so we 

believe it is better to have program director on ground with staff than in an office.  So we’ll have 

2 program coordinators giving each about 3 navigators to guide. 

 Being able to be mobile—to go to clients.  Understanding the local health system is huge. 

 We believe that for Hispanics, promotoras are the way to go because of their expertise on health 

behaviors and programs, and their knowledge of the community.  It involves extra effort on our 

end.  

 In Tampa Bay area, we did not have a community health worker approach.  But in essence, what 

we did was build it. We backed into it.  The value for us is how to integrate what we have done 

into what we will do. 

 There is special training and supervision for being community health workers that goes beyond 

functioning as a navigator.  We wanted to put it out there, to recognize it; the payoff is having 

the right people serving this population.  There are challenges but in the end, you might be 

serving more of the population you should be serving.   

CMS Guidance and Call Center Support  

Navigators recognized shortcomings in the training and ongoing support offered by CMS and the call 

center.  But navigators continued to enroll clients.  In the next cycle they wish for the Marketplace 

website to work more effectively and call center advisors with answers the first time.  They requested an 

escalation process for navigators to be able to seek answers faster to problematic client situations than 

routing their requests through their agency’s leadership first. They would like many more bilingual 

resources including a Spanish version of the Navigators Reference Book.   They also would like back-up 

systems such as a Fax number for when uploading documents to a client’s account might not work.   

 The training was not hands-on There was no way to see what the application was going to bring. 

 I am hoping that CMS saw that they need experts to help us and that we will have better 

assistance from the get-go.  Languages were in place, at least for Spanish.  Third party 

interpreters did not work.  You have to have one-on-one communication. 

 We need a FAX number so we can fax things. 

 A CMS contact—we didn’t have the prior knowledge that something was going to change until 

we ran into it while working with a consumer.  At that point, it was a new question added to the 

application or a new function added, we didn’t know about it until we actually did it. 

 With ARAS (?), it gets to us two weeks late … after the fact.   

 We lack an escalation of processes and solutions for the ACA law and the grant. They should 

provide a process for escalation in the grant at a navigator level, a CAC level, as opposed to the 

organizational level.  Now it has to trickle up to your supervisor, and then to the leader of the 
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organization, then to the grant holder.  If we were to have a process for escalation for the 

navigators and certified account counselors, it would be great.   

 If they are truly going to give us a navigator help line, then we need a true help line with an 

expert at the other end.  Even if they weren’t going to be able to answer at that time, maybe 

they could get back to us in a timely manner.  

 When we called the call center, they had no idea what we were talking about.  It was frustrating 

because we had to figure out what the right answer might be.   

Enrollment Interview Preparations—Pre, During, and Post 

Study participants emphasized how critical it is to help clients organize their documentation before they 

come to the enrollment interview.  Websites, call centers, and individuals setting up interview 

appointments should routinely itemize the documents that Hispanics will need to establish their 

eligibility for ACA coverage BEFORE they arrive for their enrollment interview.   

Creating agency protocols for helping clients set up email addresses and their three security questions 

should also be established prior to the next enrollment cycle.  Choosing “controlled environments” for 

enrollment interviews such as hospitals or familiar centers where clients are not “being sold anything” is 

important to ACA clients, including Hispanics, according to navigators. Also, anticipating what will be 

required for someone to keep their health care coverage or reapply because they lost their coverage for 

nonpayment since enrolling last year could expedite processing later.   

 We needed to communicate better with the clients so that they were ready with all the 

documents needed to complete the application.  We did a better job communicating in advance 

to do more applications in a single meeting.   

 Provide more information to the people about what to bring to the enrollment session with 

navigator.  Because if they are prepared for the appointments, we can see more people daily.    

 I would always give them—when we are setting up the appointment—a list of what they needed 

to bring on everyone in the family because it is a household statement. 

 When it was getting closer to the end of open enrollment, I would call them the day before to 

remind them and what to bring, the names of their doctors, their medications.  If they just 

wanted to bring a baggy full of their medication, I was fine with that.  I would help them look 

through to see if they are covered. But reminding them … so it could be a more successful and 

effective appointment for them. 

 One thing I have noticed with clients overall—Hispanics or not—is that a controlled environment 

like a hospital makes them feel safe… we already have credibility.  

 The sheets we hand-out—here is what you need to bring with you.  Most people are told 

verbally—we focus on social security card, income tax, last pay stub, legal green card, 

naturalization certificate. If we are handing out flyers at an event, it details what you need to 

bring and the statewide call center number exists on every piece of literature.   

 So we have to create a three question form so they can keep it with them.  We have a system for 

making user names--Let’s use your first name, last name with the year that you were born, so 
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that we are the same.  So if I was not in the office and they left the paper at home, my co-worker 

could do that. 

 We don’t know the answer to this yet:  if they selected a plan, and for whatever reason, have not 

kept up with premiums, I am not sure what happens at that point with coverage, and the need 

for a new application.  In our experience with kids on Medicaid, whenever they want to change 

their provider, that takes a lot of work and follow-up, and helping them understand when the 

change might take effect, could be six weeks later.   

Partnerships  

Focus group and interview participants attributed much of their enrollment success to their partners.  

Partners often had highly regarded reputations that helped ACA enrollment organizations overcome 

negative reporting and misinformation on the ACA implementation efforts.  Partners were usually 

deeply networked in the community offering services to the target Hispanic population(s). They offered 

unique expertise to the ACA enrollment challenge in the form of bilingual staff, co-sponsorship of 

events, health education, and legal guidance.   They also brought a blend of resources—physical space, 

systems for handling scheduling appointments, and routines for working with clients that will continue 

to be invaluable for the upcoming enrollment cycle. ACA navigator organizations should review their 

partnerships from the first open enrollment period to ensure maximum outreach, education, 

engagement, and enrollment of Hispanics. 

 Key one for us is Primary Care Access Network—they had 12 navigators, had one in our office on 

Fridays to enroll people.  Had some bilingual navigators—Spanish and Creole.  They had 

sufficient numbers and the supervisor was bilingual.   

 Enroll America, Epilepsy Foundation, Central FL—Hispanic health initiatives doing fairs and 

getting people to the table to be enrolled, Florida Legal services for people in tough situations, 

E.A—doing fairs with NCLR, CACs, being in the community with own and shared events. 

 CBOs—Coalition of Farm Worker organizations, with our nonprofit organizations, what services 

are they providing? How can we dovetail into that?  They have after school services and 

immigration programs—ideal for reaching mixed status families and children.  Then he has food 

assistance programs that attract a lot of families.  Migrant services provider committee—food 

awareness—how to eat nutritiously.  Food and health work hand in hand.  We could enroll as 

many people as we could.   

 We relied on partners like Epilepsy Foundation and Blue Cross to do presentations on Hispanic 

Unity with experts from other places to deliver messages. 

 The Lower Rio Grande Valley Work Group was an alliance.  They would publicize the availability 

of navigator services, they would provide community based spaces for our services to occur. 

Bilingual Resources for Navigators and Consumers 

Explaining English health insurance terms to an uninformed Spanish-speaking audience was doubly 

difficult.  Navigators complimented some resources such as the “get covered” flyer, the bilingual 

PowerPoint used by Epilepsy Foundation navigators, and the 1-4 steps card on how to enroll and what 

to take to the interview.  But these resources were not universally available to navigators statewide to 

use.   
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 For me, where I found myself having trouble was with my vocabulary.  The translation of ACA 

terms to explain it to the Hispanic population was troublesome for me and I am fluent in Spanish.  

So how to say taxable credit, for example, and how to explain it, I quickly learned in the months 

remaining how to say these things in a vocabulary that would be understandable for my 

population. 

 They understood co-payments but they didn’t understand co-insurance or out of pocket 

maximums.   

 Some of the material out there was excellent.  NCLR, Families USA, and Consumers Union, and 

even CMS Spanish and AARP materials were expert but even as big as these organizations are, 

they don’t have people to circulate information for them.  We requested it and it is all easily 

available.  Fact sheets, Hispanic Federation information, etc.   

 We developed a flyer in Spanish with all the points that were important for us about documents.  

Things to do, A, B, C, step by step that they have to do.  The options that they have by going to 

the internet in their home.   

Next Steps 

HSC leader Maria Pinzon is convening an online briefing with Florida-based Spanish bilingual-navigators, 

representatives of Hispanic CBOs, and other stakeholders on October 14, 2014 to review the report and 

discuss how best to move forward to engage with, educate, and enroll more Hispanics in the next open 

enrollment cycle.  Additionally, work sessions involving the HSC staff and Board, and Melanie Hall at the 

Tampa Family Healthcare Foundation are being scheduled to identify and commit to specific action steps 

for the next cycle.  
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Appendix A Questions Used in Focus Group and Phone Interviews  
 

Focus Group Questions 

Question 1:  What was most valuable about the preparation you received to become navigators?  

Question 2:  As you did the work, and questions and issues came up, what kind of support helped you 

the most to handle difficult situations?  What did you not have that you would have liked access to to 

help you with those situations?    

Question 3:  We want you to think back to the beginning of your navigator work and tell a story about 

one of your first clients whom you helped enroll in ACA.  In your story, I would like to know the age and 

gender of the person that you helped and how you came to know this person.  So choose one person in 

your mind first…   

Question 4:  Now let’s talk about how you worked with this person. 

 How did you and this person find each other to meet for the first time? 

 How did you work together?  In person? On the phone?  Online? 

 What actions did you take to help this person understand ACA and to complete the application?   

 How did you follow up?  

Question 5: You have each shared one story.  Now I would like to know how typical that story was for 

ALL the clients you worked with last year.  So look back at the full range of your work last year and think 

about the people you worked with in the first cycle.   

 How did you and the clients you worked with find each other?    

 Where did you go most often to help clients to enroll?  Why was that the best place?  

 What steps or actions did you take to enroll clients in ACA that might be different from what you 

said before?   (6 minutes) Why? 

 

Question 6: What resources (paper, digital, recording) did you use to reach out or to inform potential 

clients?  Which ones seemed to work the best?   

Question 7:  How did technology such as lap tops, desktop computers, smartphones, and tablets assist 

you and your clients to get them enrolled?   

Question 8:  Anything else about what you did that was really helpful to enroll clients that others should 

know before we move to what you’ll do in the future?  

Question 9: You have been promoted because you are very talented and knowledgeable about what 

works to enroll Spanish-speaking people in ACA.  You are now in charge of ALL ACA enrollments of 

Latinos in the Tampa Bay area.  Based on your experience of what worked REALLY WELL in the first cycle, 
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please write down 3 things you would like you and your organization to do to enroll Latinos in ACA 

starting in November.  Then we’ll talk about it.   

Question 10: How many of the things that we just talked about will you try to do during the next cycle?  

What support do you need to make it happen?   

Last Word Exercise—I promised an open ended opportunity at the end of our session to say whatever 

you would like to that hasn’t come up before now.  What would you like to say? It can be about anything 

including how this session went for you today.  

Modified Questions for Phone Interviews with Navigators  

Questions were the same as in the focus group except for questions 6 and 9. 

Question 6: What resources (brochures, websites, emails, recordings, webinars, advertising, etc.) did 

you use or create to help 

 you do your work 

 reach out to Latino consumers  

 prepare clients prior to the enrollment interview 

 explain concepts to clients during the enrollment appointment 

 assist clients to follow-through after the enrollment interview 

 or to inform potential clients?   

Which ones seemed to work really well that you will use again?    

Question 9: I will give you this scenario in which to place yourself:  You have been promoted because 

you are very talented and knowledgeable about what works to enroll Spanish-speaking people in ACA.  

You are now in charge of ALL ACA enrollments of Latinos in your area.  Based on your experience of 

what worked REALLY WELL in the first cycle, please write down 3 things you would like you and your 

organization to do to enroll Latinos in ACA starting in November.  Then we’ll talk about it.   

Questions for Phone Interviews with Hispanic CBO Leaders  

Question 1:  What do you believe was most valuable about the preparation and training that you, your 

staff, and your navigators in particular received to enroll Latinos in ACA?   

Question 2:  As questions and issues came up for your organization and navigators concerning ACA, 

what kind of support helped you and your staff to handle difficult situations?  Who provided it? What 

kind of assistance would you like to have in the future?   

Question 3:  As the ACA enrollment cycle began last Fall, what happened as promised?  What were the 

surprises?  How did your organization adjust to or compensate for the differences?   
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Question 4: Whom did you partner with in the community to inform Latinos of the availability of ACA 

health care coverage?  What worked well as a result of the working agreements that you set up? What 

would you do differently in the next cycle? 

Question 5: What resources (brochures, websites, emails, recordings, webinars, advertising, etc.) did 

your organization use regularly or create to  

 Help navigators do their work 

 Reach out to Latino consumers  

 Prepare clients prior to the enrollment interview 

 Explain concepts to clients during the enrollment appointment 

 Assist clients to follow-through after the enrollment interview 

Which ones seemed to work really well that your organization will use again?    

Question 6: How did technology such as lap tops, desktop computers, smartphones, and tablets assist 

you and your staff to enroll Latinos in ACA?    What will you use differently during the next cycle?  

Question 7: How did your organization’s efforts enable Latinos to obtain ACA coverage affect Latinos’ 

access to health care programs such as Medicaid, Kid Care, county-provided health care, etc.?   How 

might your organization do this more effectively during the next ACA cycle?   

Question 8: Anything else about how your organization worked independently or with others to enroll 

clients that might be helpful for other leaders to know before the next ACA enrollment cycle begins 

anew?  

Last Word Exercise—I promised an open ended opportunity at the end of our session to say whatever 

you would like to that hasn’t come up before now.  What would you like to say? It can be about anything 

including how this session went for you today.  

 

 

 


